INEQUALITIES IN CANCER DEATHS BY AGE, GENDER AND EDUCATION
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SUMMARY

Aim: The economy of each state provides a significant amount of money into the health care system with the aim of knowing the health status of its population in the context of socioeconomic characteristics for effective resource allocation. In recent years, there is a growing number of cancer deaths in Slovakia. Therefore, the structure of cancer deaths according to its primary determinants, such as age, sex and education with the aim of effective implementation of prevention programs in Slovakia was examined.

Methods: Main source of data on deaths from 1996 to 2014 was provided by National Health Information Centre in Slovakia. However, data were available only from 2011. Standardized mortality rate per 100,000 inhabitants was estimated by the method of direct standardization using European standard population. The R project for statistical computing was used for calculation of statistically significant differences among various groups of mortality.

Results: The results show that people with primary education die from cancer later than people with higher education. However, major differences related to both sex and age are present in people with university education. A different variety of cancers occur in childhood (neoplasm of brain), adolescents (neoplasm of bone), young adults (neoplasm of brain), or adults (lung cancer and breast cancer). Malignant neoplasm of brain was more prevalent at higher education levels, Malignant neoplasm of bladder and Malignant melanoma of skin were more prevalent at the university level of education.

Conclusions: The results can be useful for economists to define the health priorities in each country, make the financial decisions in economics, and thus contribute to better health, economic growth, as well as effective spending of health expenditures.
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INTRODUCTION

Cancer is a global problem and remains a challenge mainly in low and middle income countries, where access to treatment is limited for people with lower socioeconomic status. Education has been one of the most important social determinants of health. It can be assumed that the decline of investment in education results in the pressure for an increase in the costs of medical services. The more students continue their education at secondary level, the higher chances of a healthy population occur (1).

Generally, many studies have provided the evidence that the educational attainment strongly and negatively correlates, not only with the all-cause mortality (2–5), but also with cancer mortality (6–12). Moreover, Rogers et al. (13) demonstrate that education has a stronger impact on mortality than income of population. Albano et al. (9) showed that black men with completed twelve or more years of education had more than twice higher prostate cancer death rate compared to black men who were more educated in the USA. In addition, breast cancer death rates were higher among women with lower education than among women with higher education. At the level of Barcelona city, Fernandez and Borrell (11) demonstrated the negative association between educational level and mortality from cancer mainly due to larynx among men and cervical cancer among women. Surprisingly, positive relationships were found for cancer of pancreas, lung and breast for women with secondary level of education. Previous studies have shown that there are inequalities in cancer mortality and their sizes differ according to socioeconomic characteristics of individuals.

The main goal of this paper is to reveal trends of cancer mortality in Slovakia and identify differences for different sex, age and education level groups as well as leading causes of cancer deaths for these groups for the 1996–2014 time period.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Main source of data on deaths by age, sex, and cause of death from 1996 to 2014 was provided by National Health Information Centre in Slovakia. Data of education included in death certificates was available only from 2011 onwards.
Standardized mortality rate per 100,000 inhabitants was estimated by the method of direct standardization using European standard population. Age groups were selected using the Provisional Guidelines on Standard International Age Classifications by the United Nations.

The raw data was processed by using the R project for statistical computing. Either the Mann-Whitney U test or Kruskal-Wallis test were performed in order to identify statistically significant differences among various groups of mortality.

RESULTS

Development of Mortality by Sex, Age and Leading Causes of Deaths Structure

The standardized mortality rates of cancer changed very slightly between the years 1996 and 2014 (Fig. 1). A little drop from 492 per 100,000 of inhabitants in 1996 to 455 per 100,000 inhabitants in 2014 (−7.6%) was recorded for men compared to the increase by 2.1% for women, from 228 per 100,000 inhabitants to 232 per 100,000 inhabitants. Mortality rates for men are approximately twice higher than those for women.

Table 1 reports the descriptive statistics of age structure in mortality for cancer, separately for men and women. The share on all-cause mortality is an average of 23% and 25% proportion for men and 20% for women. The median age is set at 67 years for men and 70 years for women. An inter-quartile range expresses the variability of age structure pertaining to the statistical dataset. The lower variability is revealed in men considering a narrower range between 25th and 75th percentile.

It can be expected that different age composition of the population will relate to the various types of cancer deaths. Figure 2 shows that the leading cause of cancer deaths is the malignant neoplasm of brain (C71) for children (under 15 year), similarly for young adults (19–30 age cohort). On the other hand, adolescents (15–18 age cohort) died from malignant neoplasm of bone and articular cartilage of limbs (C40) almost in the same share as from C71. People with age above 31 years differ from younger age cohorts. The difference lies in the types of cancer deaths among specific age cohorts. During the explored period, people at the age cohort of 31–45 were especially burdened by lung cancer (C34) and breast cancer (C50). The 46–62 age cohort is mainly characterized by deaths from lung cancer (C34) and breast cancer (C50). At ages 63 and over, the top diagnosis is the same as previous, but the second most common type was mortality from malignant neoplasm of colon (C18). The lower diversity of cancer deaths is observed under age of 18. A stable increase can be observed at the 46–62 and 63–103 age cohorts. On the contrary, a dramatic decrease was recorded for people aged 31–45 and partially for 19–30 that suggests an improvement of some factors that affect cancer mortality.

Education, Age, Sex and Mortality

The age distribution by level of education of the Slovak population seems to be similar for incomplete secondary, secondary and university level, except the primary education (Table 2, Fig. 3). The proportion of the population with primary education accounts for 18% representing the lowest value of the educational attainment levels during the period of 2011–2014. On the other hand, people with primary education died later, since the median age is set at 75 years and 65 years in 25th percentile of age. The third quartile demonstrates that the quarter of primary educated
people died at the age of 82 and over. Other educational levels gained values in average of 30% share of all-cause mortality in a given educational group. However, the inter-quartile range is the narrowest in the case of incomplete secondary education, while the highest variability of age is referred to people with university education.

It was tested whether the age distributions of mortality in the specific educational levels are from the same basic population. Based on the Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared test (test statistics: 3224.858; p-value < 0.001) it was found out that at least one pair is different. To identify a concrete pair, post hoc test is used. It was explored that all pairs among educational levels are different and significant (Table 3).

Mortality of the population with primary or incomplete secondary education was higher for men in comparison to women (Table 4). According to the median or inter-quartile range, women die later than men, but variability is higher for men with primary education and for women with incomplete secondary education. Opposite results were found for the two remaining educational levels. Women die later than men, and variability of age distribution by education was higher for women with secondary education and for men with university education. Major differences related to both sex and age are characteristic for people with university education. Median age is higher by 8 years for men. Similarly, the 25th and 75th percentiles are significantly higher for men.

The occurrence of differences between men and women by education was examined by using MW test, with statistically significant differences between sex groups at all education levels.

Figure 4 shows that substantial differences of genders are observed at the primary and incomplete educational level. The most numerous deaths are around 80 years for both sexes with the primary education and around 60 years in both secondary levels. Men with the university education die mostly at the age of 70 compared to the age of 60 for women.

Further attention was paid to identifying differences in prevalence of individual diagnoses among groups with different attained education. Table 6 presents the top 15 cancer diagnoses and the % of deaths (among all cancer related deaths) attributed to them. For most diagnoses, the differences are insignificant with three notable exceptions. The first is the diagnosis C71 – Malignant neoplasm of brain with prevalence increasing from 2.08% and 2.69% for primary and incomplete secondary education respectively to

| Table 2. Age structure of deaths due to cancer in relation to educational level |
|---------------------------------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
|                                 | % of total mortality | Median age | 25th percentile of age | 75th percentile of age |
| Primary                         | 18.3   | 75     | 65     | 82     |
| Incomplete Secondary            | 29.5   | 66     | 59     | 74     |
| Secondary                       | 31.8   | 67     | 59     | 76     |
| University                      | 32.7   | 68     | 59     | 77     |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Results of post hoc test (p-value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 4. Age structure by gender of deaths due to cancer in relation to educational level |
|---------------------------------------------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
|                                             | % of total deaths men | % of total deaths women | Median age men | Median age women | 25th percentile men | 25th percentile women | 75th percentile men | 75th percentile women |
| Primary                                     | 23.3   | 15.5   | 72     | 77     | 62     | 69     | 80     | 83     |
| Incomplete secondary                       | 30.1   | 28.1   | 65     | 67     | 59     | 59     | 73     | 76     |
| Secondary                                  | 30.4   | 33.6   | 67     | 66     | 60     | 58     | 76     | 75     |
| University                                 | 29.5   | 41.6   | 71     | 63     | 62     | 55     | 79     | 71     |
3.61% and 3.99% for secondary and university education. This difference is statistically significant (Pearson’s chi-squared test, p-value < 0.001), unaffected by sex. This result is consistent with the results reported by Khanolkar et al. (14). The second exception is the diagnosis C67 – Malignant neoplasm of bladder. In this case, the prevalence is around 2.5% for the primary, incomplete secondary and secondary education levels, irrespective of sex, but records 3.5% prevalence in university educated subjects, testing positively for statistical significance (Pearson’s chi-squared test, p-value < 0.001). The final exception is the diagnosis C43 – Malignant melanoma of skin. In this particular case, the prevalence of the primary, incomplete secondary and secondary education levels is relatively even at around 1.5%. However, for the university educated group, the prevalence as the cause of death among all the cancer related diagnoses is doubled 3.07%, testing statistically significant (Pearson’s chi-squared test, p-value < 0.001). Specific reasons for these differences are subject to further planned study.

**DISCUSSION**

It was found out that the development of the standardized mortality rates of cancer was relatively stable in the long term, although, it has steadily increased in 2012 what may indicate a rising burden of cancer diseases at present. Men demonstrated twice higher mortality rates than women, however, trend is slightly decreasing among men compared to the increased number of women. Lower variability was also revealed in men.

During 1996–2014, the median age for men was 67 years compared to 70.5 years of life expectancy at birth. Women outlived men by about 8 years on 78.1 years and the median age was 70 years. The difference between median age and life expectancy at birth is narrower for males than for females. This demonstrates that women are exposed to higher risk of premature deaths compared to men.

A different variety of cancers occur in childhood, young adults or adults. People under 30 years die predominantly of brain and bone cancers, potentially resulting from genetic susceptibility to cancer (15). On the contrary, lung, breast or colon cancers burdening Slovak adults the most are the results of an unhealthy lifestyle, high consumption of alcohol or cigarettes.

For the period of 1996–2014, significant decreases of all cancers were observed at the age cohorts of 19–45 suggesting more effective introduction of the prevention programs rather than in older people.

It was also proved that the most significant change in cancer mortality by educational level was found between primary and incomplete secondary education. People with primary education die at about 80 years old. The potential explanation can be that...
most of them did not have the possibility of higher education around 80 years ago. Equally, the highest variability of age was recorded for the people with university education.

Mortality of the population with both primary and incomplete secondary education was higher for men compared to women. These men are usually occupied as workers who are often exposed to environmental risks. Thus, they are characterized by higher level of cancer mortality.

Major differences related to both sex and age are characterized by people with university education. Median of age is higher of 8 years for men. However, the lower number of male mortality from cancer can indicate that larger amount of men could die from other diseases at younger age. Therefore, cancer disease presence is lower for university educated men than for women.

Statistically significant differences were detected in the case of diagnoses C71, C67 and C43, where these diagnoses presented a more prevalent cause of death within the higher educated groups.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Education is a useful determinant of cancer deaths identifying risk groups in devising effective health interventions. For cancer control, it is necessary to gather incidence and mortality accurate data and assess cancer disparities by socioeconomic status. People with low educational level usually have financial problems, poor housing conditions, and unsafe environments, all contributing to an unhealthy situation and leading to premature deaths (16–20).

While a different variety of cancers occur in childhood (neoplasm of brain), adolescents (neoplasm of bone), young adults (neoplasm of brain), or adults (lung cancer and breast cancer), tracking cancer mortality by education provides information about effectiveness of the previous prevention programs in each country, and helps health policy makers in making decisions. This leads to devising programs for specific groups of people rather than for the total population. People with primary education level died at higher ages on average than people with incomplete or complete secondary education. At the university education level, a difference between men and women was present, with women succumbing to cancer related diseases at a lower age than men. Malignant neoplasm of brain was more prevalent at higher education levels, Malignant neoplasm of bladder and Malignant melanoma of skin were more prevalent at the university level of education.
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